Resolving claims of harassment & discrimination easier and smarter

THIRD-PARTY REPORTING, INVESTIGATIONS, AND RESOLUTION SERVICES FOR TODAY'S CONSCIENTIOUS COMPANIES.

OUR SERVICES

SAFE REPORTING
An easy, accessible way to confidently report concerns directly via mobile device, tablet, computer or through our call center.

INVESTIGATIONS
Our team of investigators review and handle incidents thoroughly, efficiently and objectively.

RESOLUTIONS
We deliver fair and ethical resolution recommendations to employers in the most efficient time possible, often less than 5 days.

DATA & ANALYTICS
Real-time incident updates and notifications with legally-compliant documentation, storage, and archive. Plus, detailed analytics that reveal trends, patterns and cultural insights.

A Complete Misconduct Solution that manages risk associated with Title VII & Title IX Claims and makes a positive impact on your organization

Effectively mitigate liability and help create more positive, inclusive, and equitable cultures.

- DISRUPT TOXIC BEHAVIOR
- STRENGTHEN CULTURE
- MITIGATE LIABILITY RISK
- COMPLY WITH EEOC
- ELEVATE EQUITY AND INCLUSION
- 6X FASTER RESOLUTIONS
- SUPPORT DEI INITIATIVES
- INCREASE TRANSPARENCY
- LOWER LEGAL FEES
- STREAMLINE INCIDENT MANAGEMENT

Can your reporting solution pass the EEOC compliance test?

CONTACT JEFF YATES TO LEARN MORE
JEFF.YATES@S3MANAGEMENTGROUP.COM
214.491.7102